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SEAMLESS. SUBLIME. SMART.
THE MUSICBOOK SERIES
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LINDEMANN MUSICBOOK.
THE NEXT GENERATION.

With the musicbook series you’ll get 
everything from a single source: classic 
CD playback, streaming in studio mas-
ter quality, analog preamps as well as 
matching power amps. And all this in the 
third generation already! 

Behind the compact façade resides genu-
ine high-end in the very finest workman-
ship. The musicbooks can replace big hi-
fi systems and still promise outstanding 
sound quality. 

This is no longer a contradiction these 
days: owing to state-of-the-art parts and 
production methods excellent technology 
can be realized in a tiny space. 

What else can we say? With the music-
book series you’ll get a plenty of features, 
ultimate performance and tone quality at 
the limits of technical feasibility.

For everything else, best listen for your-
self.
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“It still exists, that famous 
Quality made in Germany.“ 
(HiFi Einsnull / Germany)

DESIGNED AND  
MADE IN GERMANY.
The musicbook series is designed and 
made made by a passionate and crea-
tive team of engineers in Germany. It is 
the essence of over 25 years of experi-
ence in the development of analog and 
digital hi-fi components.

UNCOMPROMISING  
QUALITY.
It is our ambition to play quite on top, 
both soundwise and technologically. To 
this end we do many things in a diffe-
rent way and some in a smarter way 
than our competition. This leads to the 
crucial plus in sonic quality which sets 
the musicbooks apart.
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"You are not going to own just one  
Lindemann Musicbook, you are going to  

pick up the whole library.”
(Hi-Fi News / UK)
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THE MUSICBOOK  
NETWORK PLAYERS STREAMING 4.0

Music listening like at the studio. A long-cherished dream becomes true – 
thanks to online streaming in studio master quality with the musicbook network 
players! 

But there is more: we have invested a lot of time and effort into a new streaming 
platform and an intuitive, easy to operate app which allows music playback in 
the finest sound quality everywhere around your home via WiFi or cable.

USB
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MUSICBOOK:COMBO
The first all-in-one music player from LINDE-
MANN with a unique design and truly audiophile 
genes!

The musicbook COMBO joins the proven strea-
ming platform of the musicbook SOURCE II and 
the power amp technology of the musicbook 
POWER II.  Simply connect the matching spea-
kers - and you’re set to enjoy music in its most 
beautiful form.

No matter whether from streaming services or 
from a music server, from CDs or LPs, almost 

every playback is possible and conveniently ope-
rable via the app. Also the friends of high-quali-
ty headphones get their full money’s worth: the 
built-in headphone amp sets benchmarks in this 
class. And the icing on the cake is the excellent 
phono MM input for turntables!

The musicbook COMBO is our distillate from 30 
years of experience in the development of ampli-
fiers and digital sources. A true all-rounder and 
the new heart of your hifi system for many years 
to come.

                    

Easy and stable  

operation with the  

LINDEMANN app or  

via remote control

Streaming in several

rooms with the

multi-room function

Phono-MM preamp

with exceptional

sound quality

Five streaming

Tidal Connect, Qobuz, 

Deezer, Spotify Connect, 

HighResAudio and  

Roon Ready

Integrated power amp 

included - an unbeatable 

combination with the  

right speakers!
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CONNECTION OVERVIEW

SPEAKERS
PASSIVE

SUBWOOFER

COMBO

network music player

BLUETOOTH

HEADPHONES

ROUTER

TABLET/PHONE
CONTROL POINT

STREAMING
SERVICES

NAS

CD DRIVE
(OPTIONAL)

RECORD 
PLAYER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

USB-INPUT
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MUSICBOOK:SOURCE II
A signal source that can do everything and sets 
new sound standards? 

Here you are: the SOURCE II is not just an extre-
mely versatile network player, but also an analog 
preamp and D/A converter that meets even the 
very highest demands. No matter if the music co-
mes from streaming providers or a music server, 
from CDs or LPs – everything is possible and con-
veniently operated via app. Friends of high-grade 
headphones also get their full money’s worth: the 

built-in headphone amplifier sets benchmarks in 
this class. But the icing on the cake is the excel-
lent phono-MM input for turntable! 

Connected to a suitable power amp such as 
the musicbook POWER II or straight to active 
loudspeakers, the SOURCE II guarantees music 
at its most beautiful. With a richness of detail 
and yet relaxed, reproducing a wide stage or a 
small ensemble, with a dynamic grip or soft and 
soulful.

                    

Easy and stable  

operation with the  

LINDEMANN app or  

via remote control

Streaming in several 

rooms with the  

multi-room function

Phono-MM preamp  

with exceptional  

sound quality

Five streaming  

providers: Tidal Connect, 

Qobuz, Deezer, Spotify 

Connect, HighResAudio 

and Roon Ready

Top level CD player  

with internal (optional)  

or external drive
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SOURCE

HEADPHONES

CONNECTION OVERVIEW

AMPLIFIER

SPEAKERS
ACTIVE

REMOTE 
CONTROL

SPEAKERS
PASSIVE

BLUETOOTH

USB-INPUT

ROUTER

CD DRIVE
(OPTIONAL)

TABLET/PHONE
CONTROL POINT

STREAMING
SERVICES

NAS

RECORD 
PLAYER
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MUSICBOOK: 
POWER II 500/1000
What actually constitutes a good power amplifier? 

Sufficient output power, good measured values 
with low distortions and a high damping factor, 
maybe also a high efficiency. That’s right, but it 
doesn’t say a lot about the sonic result which can 
be achieved with a loudspeaker. A really good po-
wer amp can drive a loudspeaker in such a way 

that even the very last bit of musical information 
becomes perceptible. And this in a sovereign and 
totally relaxed manner. 
Not only is the musicbook POWER II the ideal 
game partner for the musicbook SOURCE II, it 
also knows how to get maximum musicality out 
of a loudspeaker. Of course, with excellent mea-
suring data and minimum power consumption.
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Vertical bi-amping

Up to 5 times greater  

efficiency than with  

conventional amplifiers

Available in  

two different model  

versions: 2 x 250 watts  

or 2 x 500 watts

Comprehensive  

protection circuit and 

intelligent temperature 

monitoring

Relaxed and  

natural sound

Free from  

sound effects due to 

N-CORE technology

N-Core®
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“Teamed with the matching musicbook power amp, 
we consider Lindemann’s series a high-end system 

that’s difficult to beat when it comes to musicality, 
sound, operation and also in terms of design.” 

(Stereo / Germany)
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The universal music source with  

Streaming 4.0.
The powerful class-D power amps  
featuring our N-Core technology.

musicbook: SOURCE II musicbook: POWER II 500

„It‘s everything you could  
ever need in a modern,  

high quality, high lifestyle  
and easy to fit into your life 

HiFi product.”
(Pursuit Perfect System / UK)

The complete music system with  
Streaming 4.0

musicbook: COMBO musicbook: POWER II 1000
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MULTI-AWARDED.
THE MUSICBOOK SERIES

ÜBERRAGEND

93%
92%

KLANG-NIVEAU DAC
KLANG-NIVEAU NETZWERK

HIGHLIGHT
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Editor‘s Choice
www.lite-magazin.de
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